
Game changing audio solutions



Silent Conference is the leading 
provider of headphone based 
conference and seminar solutions. 

Trusted by the world’s most 
successful brands and production 
companies, Silent Conference 
revolutionizes events:

-Maximum content at conferences

-Optimum delegate engagement

-Multiple languages in one place

From large corporate summits to 
conferences, trade shows and small 
training sessions – Silent Conference 
systems offer endless possibilities.

20,000+
Premium wireless headphones 
with full bespoke customization 
to help bring your creative 
vision to life.

5,000,000
Hours of engaging audio have 
been delivered by brands such 
as Sky, LinkedIn and Unilever 
through our headphones.
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Maximize 
engagement 
Numerous studies have quantified the 
impact of background noise on people’s 
concentration, and ability to absorb 
audio and visual information.

Results indicate that where participants 
experience the distraction of background 
noise, between 10 to 60% of information is 
lost or forgotten.

Share the space

Bring your delegates together without 
segregating attendees by sending them 
to breakout rooms.

Forget noise restrictions

Hold events in spaces with noise 
restrictions or locations where a PA 
system cannot be deployed.

Keep focused

Sound spill can prove difficult at 
conferences, but when your audience 
puts on a set of our headphones they 
are immersed directly in the content, 
with no distractions.

Roam free

With a range of up to 300 meters, your 
delegates are free to move around the 
conference space while still engaging 
with your content.
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Wherever you want
Silent Conference enables you to select 
event spaces in a way never previously 
possible. You are no longer confined to 
traditional exhibition halls and breakout 
spaces; now you can host events 
anywhere without having to worry 
about the audio acoustics. 



Branding the headphone caps with 
your client’s logo gives them more 
exposure to the delegates and in post 
event images and media.

A choice of LED colors can help you 
raise awareness, stay on brand and 
easily identify your audio zones. 

The art of color

Choose from seven colors of LED lights

Make an impact
Customized headphones often create 
a storm on social media from the 
delegates attending your event - they 
love them!

Day 2! Today it’s all about the 
breakout sessions with head-
phones #alwayslearning

Come on then @Xero, why 
aren’t these headphones 
available in store yet?!

@Kieranmay94

Listening to this talk on 
headphones as is everyone 
else - this is really neat! No 
worries about the folks at the 
back.  Great way to divide a 
big space into two spaces. 
#MBDE18  

@Codepope

@esthera4c

Fetching headphones at 
#Xerocon #Innibusiness

@emmajcmartin
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